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Certainty is limited to an awareness of one’s 
own ignorance 

      Socrates 

If you tried to doubt everything you would 
not get as far as doubting anything. 
Doubting itself presupposes certainty. 

       
      Wittgenstein 
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Doubt is not a pleasant condition, but 
certainty is absurd 

      Voltaire 

There is no such thing as absolute certainty, 
but there is assurance sufficient for the 
purposes of human life. 

      John Stuart Mill 
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Faces of uncertainty: 

The first job: 

• Aspects of uncertainty: 
–  Quality of data (system parameters, measurements) 
–  Computational feasibility of complex models within the 

constraints of available computing infrastructure 
–  Continuity of funding for the project 
–  … an overwhelming impression that the solution is 

feasible as proven by human decision-making 
–  … the burden of unnecessary uncertainty … 
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Faces of uncertainty: 

Water distribution network used for testing the 

confidence limits calculations  

The real-life problem: 
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Faces of uncertainty: 

The real-life problem: 

Identify a state uncertainty set X(.)  

  X(M, z-, z+) := { x  Rn : g(x)  Z(M, z-, z+) }       (1) 

  (referred later as X([z]) ) 

where Z(.) represents a set of feasible measurement vectors, 
i.e. 

 Z(M, z-, z+) := { zo  Rm : zi
-   zi   zi

+ , i=1,...,m}                (2) 

  (with Z(M, z-, z+) represented as interval [z]) 
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Faces of uncertainty: 

By analogy to the measurement uncertainty bounds the 
uncertainty bounds on system state variables are defined  

       xi
- :=  min      xi,      i=1,...,n    

                 x   X([z])        

        xi
+ :=  max     xi,      i=1,...,n

             x   X([z])
                     (3) 
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Faces of uncertainty: 

As a general point, it is worth noting that the hyperbox (interval 
vector [x]) defined by the uncertainty intervals [xi], i=1,…,n 

[x]=X*([z]) := {x  Rn : xi
-   xi   xi

+ , i=1,...,n }     (4) 

 is a superset of X([z]), i.e. X([z])   X*([z]). The set X*(.) 
contains in addition to X(.) all those combinations of values of 
xi that are each feasible for individual state variables but are 
not feasible for a state vector x.   
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Faces of uncertainty: 

Similarly, we notice that the set Z*(.), which is the image of the 
state uncertainty set X(.) obtained through mapping g(.) and 
formally defined as 

Z*([z]) := {z   Rm : z=g(x), x   X([z]) }          (5) 

 is a subset of the feasible measurement set Z(.). The set Z(.) 
typically contains, in addition to Z*(.), such z for which there 
is no x (neither in X([z]) nor Rn) for which g(x)=z.  
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Faces of uncertainty: 
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Faces of uncertainty: 

The Monte Carlo confidence limit algorithm 

1. Select a large number, k (to limit the number of iterations) and set   i 
= 0. 

2.  Increment i = i + 1. 

3.  Select a sequence of m random numbers, r1
i ,..., rm

i, and use these 
to construct a random measurement vector zi from Z([z]) as  

  zi
j = zi

l  + ri
j .( zi

- - zi
+ ), i=1,...,m  

4.  Calculate a state estimate, xi from zi. If g(xi)  Z([z]), then use xi to 
update xil , xiu. Otherwise reject xi as infeasible. 

5.  If i < k, go back to step 2. Otherwise stop. 
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Faces of uncertainty: 

Linear Programming Method 

Using a first order Taylor approximation of system function g(.)  

                   g(x)   g(x^) + J. (x –x^)           (8) 

for all state vectors close to x^ we can express state uncertainty set as 

 X1([z]) := { x   Rn : g() + J. (x –x^)    Z([z]) }      (9) 

     X1([z]) will be referred to as the linearized state uncertainty set. 
Substituting dx for the difference between the state vector and its 
estimate, x –x^, and using the definition of Z([z]) given in (2), 
X1([z]) can be written as: 

 X1([z]) := { x   Rn : x =x^+dx,  z- - g(x^)   J.dx   z+ - g(x^)}    (10)  
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Faces of uncertainty: 

Linear Programming Method 

Following the definition of x- and x+ in (3), lower and upper limits for 
X1([z]) can be defined as follows: 

x1
i
- :=  min    xi,       i=1,...,n       

         x   X1([z]) 

        

x1
i
+ :=  max   xi,       i=1,...,n       

         x   X1([z])          (11)  
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Faces of uncertainty: 

Linear Programming Method 

Using the interval vector notation we can express the set X1*([z]) as 
[x1]. The task of calculating the bounding vectors of X1([z]) can 
now be formulated as a linear programming problem. To simplify 
this we introduce some auxiliary notation 

dz- := z- - g(x^)      (12) 

dz+ := z+ - g(x^)      (13) 

DZ([z]) := { dz   Rm : g(x^) + dz   Z([z]) }    (14) 

DX1([z]) := { dx   Rn : x^+ dx    X1([z]) }     (15) 
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Faces of uncertainty: 

Linear Programming Method 

With the above notation the ith element of dx- can be found by solving 
the linear programming problem 

   minimize dxi      (16) 

   subject to dz-    J.dx    dz+      
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Faces of uncertainty: 

Linear Programming Method 

Similarly, the ith element of dx+ can be found by solving the 
corresponding linear programming problem 

    maximize dxi      (17) 

   subject to dz-    J.dx    dz+      
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Faces of uncertainty: 

Linear Programming Method 

Hence by performing 2n linear programs, the vectors dx- and dx+ can 
be constructed. Once dx- and dx+ have been calculated, it is a 
simple matter to construct the bounds   

  x1-  =  x^ + dx-      (18) 

  x1+  =  x^ + dx+      (19)  
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Faces of uncertainty: 

Linear Programming Method 

To aid computational efficiency the Jacobian matrix in (16), (17) can be 
partitioned onto a square, observable matrix and the reminder 
representing redundant measurements. Using this partitioning the 
optimization tasks can be written as 

minimize   ai.dzn               (20) 

subject to  (dzn)-    dzn    (dzn)+ 

   (dzm-n)-    Jm-n(Jn)-1dzn    (dzm-n)+    
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Faces of uncertainty: 

Linear Programming Method 

and  

maximize   ai.dzn      (21) 

subject to     (dzn)-     dzn     (dzn)+ 

      (dzm-n)-    Jm-n(Jn)-1dzn     (dzm-n)+   

where ai is the ith row of (Jn)-1, Jn is a square sub-matrix of J, Jm-n 
represents the portion of J corresponding to redundant 
measurements and dzn and dzm-n represent the measurement 
vectors associated with Jn and Jm-n.   
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Faces of uncertainty: 

The linear programming confidence limit algorithm 

1.  Select an observable subset of M containing n measurements. This is the 
minimal measurement set and is denoted by M’. Order M with the elements 

of M’ appearing first . 

2.  Re-order dz- and dz+ according to the new ordering of M. Assemble (dzn)-, 
(dzn)+, (dzm-n)-, (dzm-n)+, Jn  and Jm-n  

3.  Factorize Jn and calculate Jm-n(Jn)-1. 

4.  For each variable, i=1,...,n, calculate ai, the ith row of (Jn)-1 and carry out the 
maximization using a linear programming method. The resultant value of 
ai.dzn is the ith element of dx+. Similarly, carry out the minimization to 
obtain the ith element of dx-. 

5.  Add dx- and dx+ to x^ to obtain dx1- and dx1+. 
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Faces of uncertainty: 

Linear Programming Method - Example 

Let us consider a simple state uncertainty set defined by three double 
inequalities 

  -1 < -x1 + x2 < 1 

  1 <  x1 + x2 < 3 

  0.5 <          x2 < 3 
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Faces of uncertainty: 

Linear Programming Method - Example 

We select the first two inequalities as the minimum measurement set, 
thus defining (zn)l, (zn)u, (zm-n)l, (zm-n)u, Jn  and Jm-n. 

(zn)l =[-1 1]T ,  (zn)u =[1 3] T,  (zm-n)l =[0.5] T ,  (zm-n)u =[3] T , 

Jn  =               and Jm-n=[0 1] 
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Faces of uncertainty: 

Linear Programming Method - Example 

So, the corresponding matrices (Jn)-1 and Jm-n(Jn)-1 are 

(Jn)-1=                    and  Jm-n(Jn)-1 = [0.5 0.5] 
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Faces of uncertainty: 

Linear Programming Method - Example 

The cost function, ai.zn, for i=1 is a1.zn= -0.5z1
n + 0.5z2

n, so 
minimizing it with respect of zn, subject to constraints (20), gives 

(z1
n) - =1    and  (z2

n) - =1 

and maximizing the cost function gives 

(z1
n) + =-1    and  (z2

n) + =3 
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Faces of uncertainty: 

Linear Programming Method - Example 

For i=2 we minimize a2.zn= 0.5z1
n + 0.5z2

n, to obtain 

(z1
n) - =-1+s and  (z2

n) - =2-s 

(where the parameter s, 0   s   1, signifies the degenerate LP case) 

The maximization of a2.zn gives 

(z1
n) + =1    and  (z2

n) + =3 
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Faces of uncertainty: 

Linear Programming Method - Example 

Evaluating now the equations xi
-=ai.(zn)-, and xi

+=ai.(zn)+, for i=1 and 
i=2 we have   

    x1
- = a1zn- =  [-0.5 0.5][1 1]T = 0, 

   x1
+ = a1zn+ = [-0.5 0.5][-1 3]T = 2, 

   x2
- = a2zn- =  [0.5 0.5][-1+s 2-s]T = 0.5 

   x2
+ = a2zn+ = [0.5 0.5][1 3]T  = 2, 

which is the exact solution: 0    x1    2 and 0.5    x2     2.  
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Faces of uncertainty: 

Linear Programming Method - Example 

X1([z]) linearized state uncertainty set 
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Faces of uncertainty: 

Ellipsoid Method 

Mathematically, an ellipsoid, Et is a region of space defined as follows: 

Et:={x   Rn: (x-xt)TPt
-1(x-xt)   1.0}   (22) 

for some xt    Rn and some symmetric and positive-definite matrix Pt , of 
dimension n by n. Et is therefore, a region of Rn centered on xt. The 
ellipsoid method starts with a large ellipsoid (usually a n-dimensional 
sphere) that contains the whole state uncertainty set, and then 
generates a sequence of ellipsoids, decreasing in size, leading to one 
that fits the state uncertainty set as tightly as possible.  
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Faces of uncertainty: 

Ellipsoid Method 

The first thing to note about ellipsoidal bounding is that it is a linear 
method and so the state uncertainty set to be approximated is the 
set X1([z]). The initial  ellipsoid is an n-dimensional sphere centered 
at the state estimate (this is the state estimate x^ generated by zo) 
with a suitably large diameter, α (e.g. P0 = α.I, where I is the n by n 
identity matrix). The ‘observations’ in confidence limit analysis are 
the linearized measurement constraints provided by (10), which can 
be re-written as 

z- - g(x^) + J.x^    J.dx     z+ - g(x^) + J.x^             (23) 
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Faces of uncertainty: 

Ellipsoid Method 

We note that z- - g(x^) + J.x^ and z+ - g(x^) + J.x^  are constants so 
the expression (23) represents m constraints bounding J.dx from 
above and below. Each of these is taken in turn and used to modify 
the current ellipsoid.  

Suppose that the tth constraint is being used to update the t-1st ellipsoid, 
t   {2,...,m}, and that Et-1 contains X1([z]). The region Ft bounded by 
this constraint also contains the state uncertainty set X1([z]). So 
X1([z]) is contained in the intersection of these two regions. A new 
ellipsoid, Et, containing the intersection of Et-1 and the region Ft 
bounded by the constraint’s hyperplanes is defined as.  

Et is the ellipsoid {x   Rn: (x-xt)TPt
-1(x-xt)   1.0}, where  
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Faces of uncertainty: 

Ellipsoid Method 

Et is the ellipsoid {x   Rn: (x-xt)TPt
-1(x-xt)   1.0}, where 

xt = xt-1  + (ρtν t /(et
z)2) P’t-1 .at      (24) 

Pt = (1 + ρt –(ρtν t /((et
z)2 + ρt gt))) P’t-1     (25) 

P’t-1 = (I + (ρt /((et
z)2 + ρt gt)) Pt-1 at (at)T) Pt-1    (26) 

gt =  (at)T Pt-1 at)       (27) 

ν t =  0.5( zt
++zt

-) – (g(xt-1))t + (J.dx) t + (at)T.xt-1  (28) 
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Faces of uncertainty: 

Ellipsoid Method 

In these equations, Pt-1 and xt-1 are the positive definite matrix and 
center vector, respectively, for the previous ellipsoid, Et-1, and ρt can 
be any non-negative real value. The value, et

z used in these 
equations, is the tth element of the measurement error vector,  

 ez= z+–z=z–z-=0.5(z+-z-).    

It should be noted that, despite the fact that (22) refers to Pt
-1 matrix 

and (24) to (28) refer to Pt, no matrix inversion is involved in the 
algorithm. In fact, the matrix Pt

-1 need never be known as all 
updating is performed using matrices Pt-1 and Pt.   
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Faces of uncertainty: 

Ellipsoid Method 

The choice of the parameter ρt gives rise to various ellipsoid methods that 
generate ellipsoids with minimum volume or ellipsoids for which the 
sum of squares of semi-axis is minimal. 

On termination of the algorithm, the confidence limits for each variable 
are easily calculated from the final positive-definite matrix, Pt, and 
the final center vector xt. These are 

x1
i
+ = xi

t + Pt(i,i)     (29) 

x1
i
- = xi

t - Pt(i,i)      (30) 
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Faces of uncertainty: 

Ellipsoidal confidence limit algorithm 
1.  Set t=0 and P0=αI. 

2.  Set t=t+1. 

3.  Calculate gt and ν t from equations (27) and (28). 

4.  Find  ρt  that minimizes the volume of the new ellipsoid by solving the following quadratic 
equation in  ρt: 

 (p-1)gt
2 . ρt

2 + ((2p-1).(et
z)2 - gt +  ν t)gt  . ρt +  (et

z)2(p.((et
z)2-ν t

2)-gt) = 0 

5.  Calculate P’t-1 from (26). 

6.  Update the state variable xt , as per equation (24). 

7.  Update Pt , equation (25). 

8.  If not all constraints have been processed yet than repeat from step 2. 

9.  If the volume of the ellipsoid has been reduced by less than a pre-specified ratio than 
stop, otherwise reset the constraints counter, t=0, and repeat from step 2.  
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Faces of uncertainty: 

Ellipsoid Method 

Ellipsoid update (in 2-dimensions)  
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Faces of uncertainty: 

Ellipsoid Method - Example 

The system of inequalities introduced earlier is now processed using the 
ellipsoid algorithm. We note that for the linear system the dx 
variable is identical to x so the equation (28) simplifies to   

  ν t =  0.5( zt
++zt

-) + (at)T.xt-1. 

The initial ellipsoid is assumed to be a hyper sphere of radius centered at 
x0=[0, 0]. The measurement upper- and lower- bound vectors are   
z-=[-1 1 0.5]T and z+=[1 3 3] T and the matrices J and P0 are  

J=              and P0= 
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Faces of uncertainty: 

Ellipsoid Method - Example 

Processing the three constraints in the order t=1,2,3 we obtain, rounded 
to two places after decimal point 

g1=20.00  v1=0.00   P1=                x1-=              x1+= 

g2=24.70  v2=2.00   P2=                x2-=              x2+= 

g3=2.18  v3=0.89   P3=                x3-=              x3+= 
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Faces of uncertainty: 

Ellipsoid Method - Example 

Reversing the order of processing of the constraints to t=3,2,1 gives  

g3=10.00  v3=1.75   P3=                x3-=              x3+= 

g2=15.44  v2=0.69   P2=                x2-=              x2+= 

g3=13.73  v1=-0.97  P1=                x1-=              x1+= 
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Faces of uncertainty: 

Ellipsoid Method - Example 

Confidence limits ellipsoids generated by processing the constraints 
in the order t=1, 2, 3  and  t=3, 2, 1  respectively. 
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Faces of uncertainty: 

Sensitivity Matrix Method 

The basis of this method is the observation that when the measurement 
set M is minimal (i.e. it is observable and contains no observable 
subset), the linearized uncertainty bounds can be calculated 
analytically because the Jacobian matrix J is square and invertible.  

So, any dx   DX1([z]) is given by J-1.dz for some dz   DZ1([z]). In 
general however, M is over-determined and so J is an m by n matrix 
of rank n. In this case J has no inverse and dx is calculated using 
pseudo-inverse as dx = (JTJ )-1JT.dz. The matrix (JTJ )-1JT is referred 
to as the sensitivity matrix as its (i,j)th element relates the sensitivity 
of the ith element of the state vector to changes in the jth element of 
the measurement vector.  
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Faces of uncertainty: 

Sensitivity Matrix Method 

A new approximate linearized state uncertainty set, X2([z]), can be 
defined as follows: 

  X2([z]):={x  Rn: x=x^+dx, dx=(JTJ )-1JT.dz, dz   DZ([z])}         

(31)        . 

Looking at the definition of the set X1([z]), (9), it is easy to see that  

 X1([z])      X2([z])              (32)  

and when M is a minimal observable measurement set 

  X1([z]) = X2([z])         (33)  
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Faces of uncertainty: 

Sensitivity Matrix Method 

When M is over-determined there may be vectors dz  Z([z]) that are 
inconsistent. For such a vector there can be no dx   Rn with J.dx=dz. 
So, in particular J(JTJ)-1JT.dz is not equal to dz. It may even be that 
J(JTJ)-1JT.dz is not contained in DZ([z]). It is these vectors that 
account for the difference between X1([z]) and X2([z]).  

In other words, dx+x^  X2([z])-X1([z]) if and only if the state vector 
dx=(JTJ)-1JT.dz for some dz  DZ([z]) with J(JTJ)-1JT.dz not a member 
of DZ([z]).  
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Faces of uncertainty: 

Sensitivity Matrix Method 

Although X2([z]) is not identical to X1([z]) it can be used to form bounds 
for the linearized state uncertainty set. Although these bounds are 
less tight than the ones obtained with the linear programming 
method, at least they do not rule out any feasible state vector from 
the uncertainty box. 

Bounding vectors for X2([z]), denoted x2- and x2+, can be defined 
analogously to x1- and x1+ for the true linearized state uncertainty 
set X1([z]). The following algorithm provides a way of calculating 
these vectors. 
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Faces of uncertainty: 

Sensitivity Matrix confidence limit algorithm 
1.  Set i = 0.  

2.  Factorize the matrix JTJ  

3.  Set i = i + 1  

4.  Calculate bi, the ith row of the sensitivity matrix (JTJ )-1JT  

5.  Put x2
i
+ = bi.dz+ + , where 

6.  Put x2
i
- = bi .dz- + , where  

7.  If i <  n, go back to step 3. Otherwise stop.  
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Faces of uncertainty: 

Sensitivity Matrix Method 

The computational complexity of the above algorithm is of order  

O (n2 + nm).  

For a large values of n and m this offers significant computational savings 
compared to linear programming optimization. 

For example if n=200 and m=300, the computational complexity of the 
sensitivity matrix method is of order O (105), while the computational 
complexity of the linear programming method is of order O(4.106). 
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Faces of uncertainty: 

Sensitivity Matrix Method - Example 

We apply here the sensitivity matrix confidence limit algorithm to the 
system of inequalities considered before.  

The pseudoinverse matrix (JTJ )-1JT is 

      (JTJ )-1JT =  

so,  b1=[ -0.5  0.5  0] and b2=[0.333 0.333 0.333].  
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Faces of uncertainty: 

Sensitivity Matrix Method - Example 

Processing z, according to (34) and (35), using the first row, b1, we 
obtain  

 z-=[1.0 1.0 0.5]T and z+ = [-1.0 3.0 3.0]T which produces 

x1
l= b1 z- =[ -0.5  0.5  0] [1.0 1.0 0.5]T = 0 

x1
u= b1 z+ =[ -0.5  0.5  0] [-1.0 3.0 3.0]T = 2 
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Faces of uncertainty: 

Sensitivity Matrix Method - Example 

and using the second row, b2, we have  

 z- = [-1.0 1.0 0.5]T and z+ = [1.0 3.0 3.0]T which gives 

x2
l= b2 z- =[ 0.333 0.333 0.333] [-1.0 1.0 0.5]T = 0.167 

x2
u= b2 z+ =[ 0.333 0.333 0.333] [1.0 3.0 3.0]T = 2.333 
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Faces of uncertainty: 

Sensitivity Matrix Method - Example 

The bounding box on the state uncertainty set,  

 0    x1    2 and 0.167    x2     2.33,  

as calculated here, is larger than the one obtained with the Monte Carlo 
and the linear programming algorithm. The widening of bounds along 
the x2 direction is caused by the inherent feature of the 
pseudoinverse, that of attempting to balance the sum of distances 
from xi

- and xi
+ to all upper- and lover- bound constraints 

respectively. By contrast, the linear programming and the Monte 
Carlo algorithms are concerned only with the ‘active’ constraints for 
any given value of the state vector, thus ignoring the redundant 
constraints.  
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Faces of uncertainty: 

Water distribution network used for testing the 
confidence limits calculations  

The real-life problem: 
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Faces of uncertainty: 

State uncertainty variability sets for Monte Carlo and Linear 

Programming methods.  
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Faces of uncertainty: 

State uncertainty variability sets for Sensitivity Analysis and 

Linear Programming methods.  
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The above has highlighted some specific insights that were 
gained from explicit modelling of uncertainty in real-life 
systems. 

These insights have led to the consideration of alternative 
computing platforms (analogue neural networks for 
confidence limit analysis) and the development of alternative 
information processing paradigms (granular computing).  

But … these merit a separate discussion. 


